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APPENDIX 1e 
 
 

DEDICATION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
 
 

This document is part of, and intended to be read in conjunction with, 
all parts of and appendices to the document entitled CSIROh! 

 
 
 
 
Dedication 
 
This report is dedicated to the many people around the world who have risen 
spontaneously to challenge the politically motivated and fraudulent campaign falsely 
claiming human activity controls Earth’s temperature and climate. 
 
I am proud to stand beside you. Whether retired CSIRO scientist. Or builder working 
night shift in a care facility, day shift on the job and evenings and weekends 
organising protest activities. Or concerned small business owner. Or retired 
grandmother concerned about the UN’s AGENDA 21. Or disgusted and disgruntled 
voter who simply yearns for restoration of national sovereignty, national governance 
and integrity in politics. Or … any of thousands of citizens who have never before 
imagined they would march on the streets, speak in public, challenge politicians and 
hold them accountable or argue with teachers pushing the party line, or challenge 
activists spreading doom contrary to scientific empirical facts or … 
 
Whether your actions have been painstakingly persistent in scouring the detail of 
glossy CSIRO brochures falsely purporting to be scientific or boldly challenging 
politicians or confronting and holding alarmist academics accountable for their 
falsities, I am proud to be among you. 
 
I dedicate this report to you and hope it meets your expectations and aids in our vital 
joint work restoring and protecting freedom. 
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support. By their actions and their numbers they reassure faith in human nature and 
care for truth and the environment. 
 
I have learned much about science from many people internationally. You have 
encouraged, supported and advised. These include, in no particular order: • Warwick 
Hughes • Viv Forbes • Tim Ball • S. Fred Singer • Marc Morano • James Inhofe • 
Graham Williamson • David Williamson • Lenore-Maree • Helen Dyer • Jacques 
Laxale and people organising and attending CATA rallies • Peter Bobroff AM • 
Richard Hopkins • Bruce Powell • Val Majkus • Ken Stewart • Gregg Thompson • Jim 
Simpson • Mike Elliott • Jim Sternhell • Ian Plimer • John McLean • Bob Carter • 
William-Vaughan: Izard. • Romley-Stewart: Stover. • Peter-Wayne: Fisher. • Gregory-
John: Tudehope • Richard Saul • John Cribbes • Paul Evans • John O’Sullivan • Hans 
Schreuder • Alan Siddons • John Christie • John Smeed • Case Smit • Richard 
Pearson • Howard Martin • Julie Head • Bob Spanswick * Jeanette Jones • Phil 
Tsavellas • John MacRae • Leon Pittard • Hereward Fenton • Leon Ashby • Sue 
Maynes • John McMahon • Gordon Alderson • Geoff Brown • Peggy Balfour • Amy 
McGrath • Vivienne Skeen • Amy and Frank McGrath • Jo Nova • David Evans • 
Christopher Monckton • Nick Minchin and other federal parliamentarians who 
supported me yet cannot be named • Nigel Lawson • Ron Paul • Judy Ryan • Helen 
Dyer • Benny Peiser • Tony Gomme • Tony Mack • Helen Dyer • Michael Spencer • 
Maria Montessori • Carlos Tabernaberri • John Chatterton • Vicky Wilson and her 
family • Elka Palant • Cate Crombie • Ieuan Roberts • Susie King • Marshall 
Rosenberg • Bob Hoffman • Volker Krohn • Craig Turrell • Doc Childre • John Taylor 
Gatto • Michael Strong • Tim Seldin • Margot Garfield-Anderson • David Kahn • Don 
Casey • Ken Freeman • members of Darling Downs Soaring Club • Isabel Parlett • SN 
Goenka • Richard Court • and so many more, particularly all those who encouraged 
me either directly or through their inspiring actions to communicate with and hold 
politicians, academics, government agencies and NGO’s accountable. You define the 
reality of being human through your love, care, respect for humanity and freedom. 
 
Your teaching, suggestion, sharing and support have been encouraging and 
reassuring. Thanks to Alan Jones, Grant Goldman, Chris Smith and their commercial 
radio peers for giving science a public voice against the corruption and for focussing 
on the UN. Your courage and tenacity are inspiring. 
 
I particularly acknowledge and appreciate the support of my wife Christine. Having 
foregone over a million dollars in income during the past five years and while living 
off sale of assets we had set aside for retirement and for our children’s future her 
support is deeply gratifying. It’s difficult for mothers focussed on security. Ultimately 
though her strengths include her deeply ingrained honesty, her care for our children’s 
future and her strength in doing what is right. I recognise that it’s been difficult for 
Christine and I appreciate her support and her challenging. 
 
That Christine enabled me to continue on my heart’s calling despite her long hours in 
isolation and external pressure is acknowledged and appreciated. My thanks to our 
children who challenged and supported. 
 
Thank you to my mother and father who always extolled the virtues of truth and 
demonstrated by example. Thank you to my brother and sister who worked on an 
important family project in recent months and did my share so that I could complete 
this report. 
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I thank people associated with Vipassana meditation as taught by SN Goenka, The 
Hoffman Process, The HeartMath Institute, The Center for NonViolent 
Communication, The Foundation for Inner Peace for publishing A Course In 
Miracles, and so many other groups that have helped me on my continuing journey. I 
thank the people who’ve entered our family’s lives through my daughter’s horse 
riding. I’ve sensed that horses can indeed be callers of the spirit. 
 
I have learned much through observing the behaviour of the following • Al Gore • 
Rajendra Pachauri • Phil Jones • David Karoly • Ove Hoegh-Guldberg • Mike Carlton 
• Andrew Bolt • Will Steffen • Tim Flannery • Wendy Carlisle • Ben Cubby • Lesley 
Hughes • Suzanne Cory • Kurt Lambeck • Andy Pitman • Matthew England • Ross 
Garnaut • Tim Flannery • and many more including Internet trolls. You have 
challenged me to think and to take action. I have learned much about human 
behaviour and about myself. I am blessed to count you among my teachers as my 
learning continues. Thank you. 


